BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Thursday, February 18, 2021 - 5:00 pm
200 Civic Center Drive, Lake Saint Louis, Missouri 63367
For more information or if individual accommodations are required, contact
Brenda Cueller at 636-625-7936 or bcueller@lakesaintlouis.com.
This meeting will be conducted by video and teleconference only, via Zoom. The public may participate
using the following information:
To join by computer
or mobile application
(video and/or audio):

https://www.zoom.us/ or
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86319897132?pwd=bFlNd
klOQkZ0UmpqRlNkS0hCVXVEdz09

To join by telephone
(audio only):

+1 312 626 6799

Meeting ID:

863 1989 7132

Password:

05220843

AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL
Present
______
______
______
______
______

Mark Peterson, Chairman
Thomas Bach
Benjamin Borengasser
Robert Carrothers
Diane Mispagel
Also present:

Absent
______
______
______
______
______

Louis Clayton, AICP, Director of Community Development
Brenda Cueller, Recording Secretary
Harry M. (Mark) Murray, IV, Board Attorney

III.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

IV.

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
Regular meeting of January 21, 2021
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City of Lake Saint Louis
Board of Adjustment
February18, 2021 Agenda

V.

PUBLIC HEARING - NEW BUSINESS
1.

16 Harbor Point Court – Lot 14 Harbor Point Estates Subdivision
Consideration of an appeal submitted by Steve Baker, applicant/property
owner, for a 184-square-foot variance from the 1,980-square-foot
maximum area permitted to be contained within a pool barrier (Section
430.470.J.5).

VI.

BOARD AND STAFF COMMENTS

VII.

ADJOURNMENT
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CITY OF LAKE SAINT LOUIS
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARING
JANUARY 21, 2021
JOURNAL AND MINUTES
The Board of Adjustment hearing for the City of Lake Saint Louis, Missouri was held by
video and teleconference only, via Zoom, regular session and for a public hearing on
Thursday, January 21, 2021, at 5:00 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Mark Peterson, Chairman, presided over the meeting. The members present
were: Benjamin Borengasser, Thomas Bach, Robert Carrothers, and Diane
Mispagel. Also present were: Louis Clayton, Director of Community Development;
Patricia B. Beckerle, Board Attorney; Brenda Cueller, Community Development
Assistant; and Laura Lynn Murphy, Certified Court Reporter.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA: January 21, 2021
Thomas Bach made a motion to approve the Board of Adjustment agenda as
submitted.
The motion was seconded by Diane Mispagel and passed
unanimously.
THE AGENDA FOR THE JANUARY 21, 2021 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT HEARING
STANDS APPROVED AS SUBMITTED.
MINUTES FROM: December 17, 2020 Board of Adjustment Hearing
Benjamin Borengasser made a motion to waive the reading of the minutes from
the December 17, 2020 hearing and approve same as submitted. The motion was
seconded by Thomas Bach and passed unanimously.
THE MINUTES FROM THE DECEMBER 17, 2020 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
HEARING STAND APPROVED AS SUBMITTED.
PUBLIC HEARING:
1.

321 Villa Drive – Lot 3 Lake Saint Louis Villa Estates
Consideration of an appeal submitted by Michael O’Donnell,
applicant/property owner, for multiple variances from Section 410.270 of
the Municipal Code, associated with the subdivision of the lot into three
fee-simple lots.
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2.

330 Villa Drive – Lot 1 Lake Saint Louis Villa Estates
Consideration of an appeal submitted by Michael O’Donnell,
applicant/property owner, for multiple variances from Section 410.270 of
the Municipal Code, associated with the subdivision of the lot into two feesimple lots.

Patricia Beckerle, Board Attorney, asked to clarify how to proceed with the
hearing by addressing each application separately or consider both applications
together.
The Board discussed how to move forward with the applications submitted by the
same property owner and decide to consolidate the public hearings.
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Benjamin Borengasser made a motion to consolidate both public hearings
submitted by the same parties for 321 Villa Drive and 330 Villa Drive. The motion
was seconded by Robert Carrothers and approved.
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE THE PUBLIC HEARINGS FOR 321 VILLA DRIVE AND
330 VILLA DRIVE IS HEREBY APPROVED AS NOTED ABOVE.
Patricia Beckerle, Board Attorney, presented the following items to be entered into
the record. The items accepted, marked, and entered into evidence were:
Exhibit 1 – Request for Variance to the Board of Adjustment application
submitted by Michael O’Donnell, property owner and applicant for
321 Villa Drive.
Exhibit 2 – Request for Variance to the Board of Adjustment application
submitted by Michael O’Donnell, property owner and applicant for
330 Villa Drive.
Exhibit 3 – Board of Adjustment Staff Report dated January 21, 2021 for 321
Villa Drive prepared by Louis Clayton, Director of Community
Development.
Exhibit 4 – Board of Adjustment Staff Report dated January 21, 2021 for 330
Villa Drive prepared by Louis Clayton, Director of Community
Development.
Exhibit 5 – General Warranty Deed for the property showing title to 321 Villa
Drive in the Owner.
Exhibit 6 – General Warranty Deed for the property showing title to 330 Villa
Drive in the Owner.
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Exhibit 7 – Variance Exhibit depicting the property lines of 321 Villa Drive and
330 Villa Drive, and the proposed subdivision of each lot.
Exhibit 8 – Letter dated January 19, 2021 from Heather Malone, General
Manager of the Lake Saint Louis Community Association.
Exhibit 9 – Lake Saint Louis City Code.
Michael O’Donnell was sworn in and testified that he intended to subdivide both
parcels to create three lakefront lots on 321 Villa Drive and two lakefront lots on
330 Villa Drive. Mr. O’Donnell testified that each dwelling unit on 321 Villa Drive
and 330 Villa Drive would be subdivided with the interior property lines along the
shared common walls between the units noting no new construction or changes to
the properties would be made. He testified the subdivision of the properties was
to sell each lot as lakefront creating four lots with 20 feet of lake frontage and one
lot with 12 feet of lake frontage. Mr. O’Donnell testified that four boats or up to five
boats can parallel park in the waterway without obstructing the waterway. He
testified creating the five fee-simple lots would increase the property value and
create additional tax dollars to the City. Mr. O’Donnell testified creating fee simple
lots with townhome units subdivided has been done in the past.
Anthony Soukenik with Sandberg Phoenix on behalf of the Lake Saint Louis
Community Association referenced the Lake Saint Louis Community Association
letter asking the Board to consider the concerns regarding the lakefront properties
being created which would have issues with boat mooring and congestion of the
waterway. Mr. Soukenik testified that the property owner has requested and
received a variance from Lake Saint Louis Community Association’s Architectural
Control Committee to revise an existing boardwalk at the lakefront property line for
both 321 Villa Drive and 330 Villa Drive to allow for parallel boat mooring. He
testified that Mr. O’Donnell should pursue LSLCA’s Architectural Control
Committee’s approval for the subdivision of the properties before granting the
variances.
The Board questioned Mr. O’Donnell regarding how a boat could be docked on the
12 feet of lakefront property and purchasers of these parcels expecting to have
lakefront benefits which would include the right to dock on their lakefront.
Jaqueline Swartz was sworn in and testified she is a realtor and resident of this
neighborhood. Ms. Swartz testified the ability to dock a boat on four lots would
have plenty of room except for the 12 feet lake frontage which could launch a raft
or kayak. She testified creating these five fee-simple lots will increase property
value and increase tax dollars to the City. Ms. Swartz testified property owners
are more responsive to maintaining their properties compared to rentals. She
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testified that in the past, plenty of boats have been crowded into the back of the
cove.
The Board discussed control and management of boat docking when the property
is under one ownership and the allowed percentage of a boat dock of the lake
frontage of a lot.
Christine Falk, 201 Villa Drive, was sworn in and testified that she objected to the
creation of five fee-simple lots regarding concerns with traffic and parking.
Bonnie Wade, 326 Villa Drive, was sworn in and testified that she opposed the
creation of five fee-simple lots noting she is located between both 321 Villa Drive
and 330 Villa Drive. Ms. Wade testified concerns over the numerous variances
being requested to create the five fee-simple lots. She testified concerns that the
size of the units is better suited as apartments not fee-simple homes, the proposed
subdivision violates the Lake Saint Louis Community Association rules and
Architectural Control Committee rules, and use of the dock maybe in use without
proper authorization from the Lake Saint Louis Community Association.
The Board inquired as to the requirements of the “MR” Multi-Family Residential
District and details of the variances with respect to unit size.
Louis Clayton, Director of Community Development, was sworn in and testified that
standards are set for minimum lot, width, and unit size requirements which are
based on land use itself. Mr. Clayton testified zoning districts provide different
requirements for duplexes, townhomes on individual lots, townhomes on a single
lot, and multi-family buildings. He explained the standards for 321 Villa Drive and
different standards for 330 Villa Drive. Mr. Clayton testified subdividing the existing
structures and new lots must comply with new requirements, which do not comply
requiring the variances.
Mr. O’Donnell asked if the subdivision of 326 Villa Drive and 328 Villa Drive were
granted variances.
Mr. Clayton testified to the history of certain parcels that were granted variances
in the area.
Public hearing closed.
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NEW BUSINESS:
1.

321 Villa Drive – Lot 3 Lake Saint Louis Villa Estates
Consideration of an appeal submitted by Michael O’Donnell,
applicant/property owner, for multiple variances from Section 410.270 of
the Municipal Code, associated with the subdivision of the lot into three
fee-simple lots.

2.

330 Villa Drive – Lot 1 Lake Saint Louis Villa Estates
Consideration of an appeal submitted by Michael O’Donnell,
applicant/property owner, for multiple variances from Section 410.270 of
the Municipal Code, associated with the subdivision of the lot into two feesimple lots.

GENERAL DISCUSSION:
The Board discussed the testimony given for the multiple variances requested
associated with the subdivision of the lot at 321 Villa Drive into three fee-simple
lots and multiple variances requested associated with the subdivision of the lot at
330 Villa Drive into two fee-simple lots.
The Board reviewed the evidence and the requirements for granting the
Variances under the Code.
MOTION TO APPROVE VARIANCE: (321 Villa Drive – Lot 3 Lake Saint Louis Estates
and 330 Villa Drive – Lot 1 Lake Saint Louis
Estates)
Robert Carrothers made a motion to grant the multiple variances requested
associated with the subdivision of the lot at 321 Villa Drive into three fee-simple
lots and multiple variances requested associated with the subdivision of the lot at
330 Villa Drive into two fee-simple lots. The motion was seconded by Benjamin
Borengasser. The poll of the Board being ayes: none; nays: Benjamin
Borengasser, Robert Carrothers, Diane Mispagel, Thomas Bach, and Mark
Peterson. The vote was 0 to 5 against and the motion fails.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the Board of Adjustment, the
hearing was, on motion duly made, seconded, and unanimously voted on,
adjourned.
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THE HEARING ADJOURNED.
The hearing adjourned at approximately 6:20 p.m.

_____________________________________
Brenda Cueller, acting as recording secretary

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
STAFF REPORT

MEETING DATE

February 18, 2021
16 Harbor Point Court (Lot 14 Harbor Point Estates Subdivision)

PROJECT
LOCATION

APPLICANT

Steve Baker

PROPERTY OWNER

Baker Family Trust

LOT SIZE

17,719 square feet

ZONING

R2 - Residential 2

PROPOSAL

Retain an existing fence.

VARIANCE
REQUEST

A 184-square-foot variance from the 1,980-square-foot maximum area
permitted to be contained within a pool barrier (Section 430.470.J.5).

STAFF

Louis Clayton, AICP, Director of Community Development

City of Lake Saint Louis - Department of Community Development ● 200 Civic Center Drive ● Lake Saint Louis, MO 63367
Phone: (636) 625-1200 ● Fax: (636) 625-7431 ● www.lakesaintlouis.com

PROJECT DESCRIPTION & VARIANCE REQUEST
The subject property measures 17,719 square feet and is located on the south side of Harbor
Point Court. The 1,820-square-foot home located on the property was constructed in 1977.
Adjacent land uses and zoning designations are summarized below:
Direction

Land Use

Name/Subdivision

Zoning

North

Single-Family

Harbor Point Estates

“SR-1” Single-Family

South

Water

Lake Saint Louis

“PA” Public Activity

East

Single-Family

Harbor Point Estates

“SR-1” Single-Family

West

Single-Family

Harbor Point Estates

“SR-1” Single-Family

In February 2020, the applicant submitted plans for the construction of a retaining wall, pool,
and fence which would enclose a 2,545-square-foot rear yard area. Section 430.470.J.5 of the
Municipal Code limits the size of pool barriers as follows:
“The area contained within the approved barrier surrounding the pool shall encompass
no more of the yard than three (3) times the surface area of the pool. However, the City's
Architectural Review Board (ARB) shall have the authority to increase the permitted
enclosed area to a maximum of four (4) times the pool's surface area in order to contain
within the enclosed area related, compatible and complementary uses, such as grilling
or sitting areas or hot tubs. In all cases, the proposed pool and enclosed area must meet
other applicable provisions contained herein or elsewhere in the Municipal Code.”
Subsequently, the applicant submitted an appeal to the Board of Adjustment, for the following:
1. A variance to retain portions of an existing rear-yard fence (Section 430.470.I.1); and
2. A 565-square-foot variance from the 1,980-square-foot maximum area permitted to be
contained within a pool barrier (Section 430.470.J.5).
On March 19, 2020, the Board of Adjustment approved the variance request regarding an
existing fence (#1), and denied a variance request regarding a proposed fence/pool barrier (#2,
see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Denied variance request.

On May 21, 2020, the City issued a building permit for a revised pool and fence/pool barrier in
compliance with Section 430.470.J.5 of the Municipal Code (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Approved building permit plan.
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On October 9, 2020, the City failed a final inspection of the pool and fence/pool barrier and the
applicant was notified that the fence was not installed in accordance with the approved building
permit plans and that it was in violation of Section 430.470.J.5.

Figure 3: Existing conditions and current variance request.

The installed pool barrier (see Figure 3) encloses 2,164 square feet (4.37 times the surface area
of the pool). The following chart lists the pool surface area, the permitted and the proposed pool
barrier sizes.
Pool Surface Area
Maximum pool barrier
(3 times the pool surface area)
Maximum pool barrier if approved by ARB
(4 times the pool surface area)
Proposed pool barrier

Square Feet
495
1,485
1,980
2,164

The applicant was advised to either comply with Section 430.470.J.5 or to submit an application
for a variance from the Board of Adjustment. The following actions are required in order to
comply with Section 430.470.J.5 of the Municipal Code:
1. Move the fence to where it is shown on the approved building permit plans and/or
reconfigure the fence so that it does not enclose more than four times the pool surface
area; and
2. Remove any paved surface located between the edge of the retaining wall and the
fence, as depicted on the approved building permits plans. (Fences are only required
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along open-sided walking surfaces that are located more than 30 inches measured
vertically to the floor or grade below at any point within 36 inches of the open side. A
fence is not required along lawn areas and other areas that are unpaved. The approved
building permit plans show a “plant bed” between the fence and the eastern edge of the
retaining wall. Because this area was shown to be unpaved, a fence was not required
along the edge of the retaining wall).
On December 15, 2020, the applicant submitted an appeal to the Board of Adjustment for a
184-square-foot variance from the 1,980-square-foot maximum area permitted to be contained
within a pool barrier (Section 430.470.J.5).

STANDARDS FOR VARIANCES
Staff’s analysis is based on a preliminary assessment of the applicable ordinances, information
provided by the applicant, and observations made of the site and its environs. As specified in
Section 405.380.B of the Municipal Code, the Board of Adjustment shall not grant a variance
unless it shall, in each case, make specific written findings of fact directly based upon the
particular evidence presented to it that support the following conclusions:
1. The variance requested arises from a condition which is unique to the property in
question and which is not ordinarily found in the same zoning district and is not
created by an action or actions of the property owner or the applicant;
APPLICANT RESPONSE: Refer to application.
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: The property is regularly shaped; however, the rear yard
slopes steeply toward Lake Saint Louis. The variance requested is a direct result of
deviation from the approved building permit plans without prior notice or approval by the
City.
2. The granting of the variance will not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property
owners or residents;
APPLICANT RESPONSE: Refer to application.
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: The fence/pool barrier likely does not adversely affect the
rights of adjacent property owners or residents but it may impact them visually. Due to
the existing lot configuration, portions of the existing and proposed fence are likely
visible from adjacent properties. The fencing is visible from Lake Saint Louis.
3. The strict application of the provisions of this Chapter from which a variance is
requested will constitute unnecessary hardship upon the property owner represented
in the application;
APPLICANT RESPONSE: Refer to application.
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: The following actions are required in order to comply with
Section 430.470.J.5 of the Municipal Code: (1) move the fence to where it is shown on
the approved building permit plans and/or reconfigure the fence so that it does not
enclose more than four times the pool surface area; and (2) remove any paved surface
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located between the edge of the retaining wall and the fence, as depicted on the
approved building permits plans.
4. The variance desired will not adversely affect the public health, safety, order,
convenience or general welfare of the community; and
APPLICANT RESPONSE: Refer to application.
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: The fence may visually impact adjacent properties; however,
it does not appear that the existing or proposed fence will have adverse impacts on the
community.
5. Granting the variance desired will not violate the general spirit and intent of this
Chapter.
APPLICANT RESPONSE: Refer to application.
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: The intent of the City’s regulations for fences, as specified in
Section 430.470 of the Municipal Code, is to “…control the construction and
maintenance of fences while preserving the openness and natural beauty of the wooded
areas, golf courses and lakes which aesthetically enhance the quality of life in Lake
Saint Louis. In accordance with this intent, fences in general are not permitted”. The
Code makes exceptions for pool barriers, dog runs, and privacy on porches, patios and
decks. The size of a pool barrier, which may consist of fences, retaining walls, or
structures, is directly proportional to the surface area of the pool. Therefore the smaller
the pool, the less area the pool barrier may enclose. The fence/pool barrier is visible
from Lake Saint Louis, and partially visible from adjacent properties.

REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS
As specified in Section 405.380.C of the Municipal Code, the Board of Adjustment shall
consider the extent to which the evidence presented demonstrates that:
1. The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the property
involved would result in a practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship upon or for the
owner, lessee or occupant, as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the provisions
of this Chapter were literally enforced;
2. The request for a variance is not based exclusively upon the desire of the owner, lessee,
occupant or applicant to secure a greater financial return from the property;
3. The granting of the variance will not be materially detrimental or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located; and
4. The proposed variance will not impair an adequate supply of light or air to adjacent
property, substantially increase the congestion in the public streets, increase the danger
of fire, endanger the public safety, or substantially diminish or impair property values
within the neighborhood.
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BOARD ACTION
The Board of Adjustment should consider all testimony and relevant facts to render its decision.
The Board should articulate its findings of fact based on the criteria for consideration of
variances into the record in support of its decision. After hearing the testimony and all relevant
facts, the Board of Adjustment may, at its discretion:
1. Approve the requested variance as presented or with specific conditions.
2. Table this item for further review.
3. Deny the requested variance as presented.
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